Another CS family headed for the bestseller list

CS500™ Series

New look, improved performance, same reliability. Fall in love all over again with the new CS wireless headset series.
CS500 Series

Another CS family headed for the bestseller list. Plantronics legendary CS family is setting a new wireless standard for desk phone communication with the CS500 Series. The new system features the lightest DECT headset on the market, a new streamlined design and improved performance all with the same reliability for hands-free productivity that has made the CS family a bestseller for nearly a decade.

SUPERIOR COMFORT AND CALL MANAGEMENT

• Gain mobility—multitask hands-free up to 350 feet
• Audio controls volume/mute at your fingertips
• Conference in up to three additional headsets for enhanced collaboration
• Offers you a choice of three* comfort-tested wearing options to match your personal style
• Use with Electronic Hookswitch Cable or Handset Lifter to remotely answer/end calls (sold separately)

OUTSTANDING AUDIO QUALITY

• DECT technology provides better audio; eliminates interference from Wi-Fi networks
• Advanced wideband audio using CAT-iq technology for high definition voice quality
• Noise-canceling microphone reduces background noise interruptions, ensuring great audio quality and easing listener fatigue
• Enhanced Digital Signal Processing (DSP) provides more natural sounding voice

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES

• HL10 Handset Lifter adds remote call answer/end convenience
• Electronic Hookswitch Cable electronically adds remote answer/end convenience, eliminating the need for a Handset Lifter

GLOBAL CUSTOMER CARE

Backed by Plantronics industry leading global service and support.
800-544-4660 (US and Canada)
831-458-7700 (outside US)

For more information about the CS500 Series or other Plantronics products, please visit our website at plantronics.com

Connects to Desk phone
Ideal for Office and desk-centric workers across the enterprise looking for a simple-to-set-up, simple-to-use wireless offering for managing desk phone calls
Talk time Up to 7 hours (CS540);
Up to 9 hours (CS510, CS520)
Headset weight Convertible: 21 grams;
Over-the-head (monaural): 72 grams;
Over-the-head (binaural): 94 grams
Wireless frequency DECT 6.0, range up to 350 ft
Audio performance Narrowband or wideband: up to 6,800 Hz
Hearing protection SoundGuard® protects against sound levels above 118dBA (CS540);
SoundGuard® DIGITAL™ protects against sound levels above 118dBA. Anti-shock detects and eliminates any large sudden increase in signal level; Time-Weighted Average prevents average noise level from exceeding 85dBA (CS510, CS520)

Limited warranty 1 year
Models CS540: Convertible
CS520: Over-the-head, binaural
CS510: Over-the-head, monaural

*Neckband sold separately
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